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Single Hole Lavatory Faucets

Tools Needed

• Adjustable Wrench • Slip Joint Pliers • Pipe Putty or Teflon Pipe Tape •

1. Shut off hot and cold water supply under sink. Plug sink drain with 

cloth to avoid losing small parts.

2. Set the faucet in place, insert the inlet shanks through the sink holes,

and press down. Assemble the washers and locknuts on the inlet 

shanks, and then tighten the nuts with hand.

3. Connect the water supply lines. Before connecting the supply lines,

apply pipe joint compound to the threads on the inlet shanks and shut 

off valves with an adjust wrench

4. Turn on water supply valves and check for leaks, especially at hook-ups

to supply lines.

5. Turn on your new faucet for the first time. Allow both hot and cold water

to run for one minute.

NOTE: 1. Use teflon tape on all threaded connections.

2. Flush line before faucet installation to remove debris

3. Take care not to keep plumber’s putty on any finish to     

corrode finish of faucet surface.

4. Take care not to damage the finish with tools during 

installation.

Care and Maintenance:

1. To clean, simply wipe with a clean soft cloth.

2. Please do not use sponge. Also, do not use abrasive cleansers

or solvents to clean the faucet.
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Pop-Up 

Drain 

Tools Needed

• Adjustable Wrench • Slip Joint Pliers • Pipe Putty or Teflon Pipe Tape •

PLEASE NOTE: Pop-up assembly/drain assembly is not required for some faucets.

1. Thread mounting nut and bottom gasket onto drain body. Wrap top 

thread end of drain body with teflon tpe. 

2. Slip drain body up through the drain opening and screw seat onto 

drain body, holding the drain body in position with pivot rod opening

facing the back of the sink. Tighten the mounting nut snugly with a 

wrench.

3. Place pivot rod in pivot rod opening. Slide Pivot nut over pivot rod 

and thread it on the drain body. Tighten snugly, being careful not to 

overtighten.

4. With lift rod in position on the faucet, insert lift rod through rod strap

and secure with the set screw.

5. Guide the pivot rod through one of the holes on the lift rod strap.

Secure it with the spring clip. Adjust the height of the lift rod by 

resetting the clevis screw. 

NOTE: Usage of strong chemicals or cleaners can damage the finish 

of the drain. 


